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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

 

   This appeal u/s 374 (3) read with Section 389 CrPC, preferred is 

against the judgment and order of conviction, dated 27-07-2012, passed, by the 

learned SDJM (Sadar), Tezpur, Sonitpur, in GR Case No. 1699/2009 u/s 341/323 

IPC.  

 

PROSECUTION CASE :  

 

2.  Briefly stated, the prosecution case is that, one Sri Pulu Das, son 

of Late Biram Das, a resident of Radhikapur gaon, under Tezpur PS, lodged an 

ejahar, on 14-09-2009, before the in-charge of Bebejia OP alleging that on       

14-09-2009, at about 1-30 p.m., while his brother Sri Mantu Das was going back 

home, the accused-appellant, namely, Sri Anjan Kumar Das, being armed with 

sharp cutting weapon, assaulted him, on road, causing severe injuries on his 

head. The injured Sri Mantu Das was immediately shifted to Kanaklata Civil 

Hospital, Tezpur, by the neighbours, by a 108 ambulance and undergoing 

treatment there.  

 

INVESTIGATION  : 

 

3.  Based on the above ejahar, Bebejia OP, GD Entry No. 291/09, dated 

14-09-2009 was made,  and ASI Idrish Ali, the in-charge, on duty, took up 

preliminary investigation and on being forwarded registered as Tezpur PS Case 

No. 868/09 u/s 341/325 IPC, vide GD Entry No. 839, dated 15-09-2009 and the 

Officer-in-charge endorsed the case to SI Deben Nath, the in-charge, Bebejia 

OP, to complete the investigation.  

 

  In course of preliminary investigation, ASI Idrish Ali visited the 

place of occurrence, examined witnesses, including the injured, arrested the 

accused and then released the accused, on bail. On completion of preliminary  

investigation, he handed over the case diary to SI Dilip Kr. Saikia, who after 

going through the case diary, prepared by ASI Idrish Ali, laid a charge-sheet 

u/s 341/323 IPC against the accused- appellant.  

 

TRIAL AND CONVICTION : 

 

4.  During trial, the particulars of offences u/s 341/323 IPC were 

explained to the accused-appellant, to which he pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried, vide order, dated 21-05-2010, passed in GR Case 
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No.1699/09. As many as 6 (six) witnesses were examined on behalf of the 

prosecution side to bring home the offences, aforementioned, while the 

defence cross-examined them. After conclusion of trial, the learned SDJM 

(Sadar), Tezpur, Sonitpur, held the accused-appellant guilty of the offence u/s 

323 IPC and convicted and sentenced to suffer simple imprisonment for 7           

(seven) days and to pay a fine of Rs.1,000/- ( one thousand ) only, in default to 

simple imprisonment for 2 (two) days. It was directed that the fine amount, if 

realized, be paid to the victim.   

 

GROUNDS OF APPEAL : 

 

 

5.  The above order of conviction and sentence of the accused-

appellant Sri Anjan Kumar Das has now been challenged in this appeal 

primarily on the grounds that the learned trial Court failed to appreciate the 

evidence on record in their proper perspective ; that the learned trial Court 

has convicted the accused-appellant without examination of the medical 

officer and that the PWs made contradictory statements regarding the injury 

sustained by the victim ; that out of the 6 ( six) PWs, one PW was declared 

hostile by the prosecution, but the IO was not cross-examined by the 

prosecution in regard to the hostile portion of the evidence ; that the PWs 1,2, 

3 & 5 are related witnesses. Hence, it is prayed to set aside the impugned 

judgment and order of conviction of the accused-appellant.  

 

6.  I have heard submission of learned counsel appearing for the 

parties and perused the record of GR Case No. 1699/09 including the impugned 

judgment.  

 

POINT TO BE DECIDED :  

 

7.  Now, the point to be decided in this proceeding is, whether the 

impugned order of conviction and sentence, dated 27-07-2012, passed, in GR 

Case No. 1699 of 2009, by the learned Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, 

(Sadar), Tezpur, Sonitpur, is liable to be set aside in view of the grounds 

mentioned in the Memorandum of Appeal.  

   

THE DECISION AND THE REASONS THEREFOR 

LEGAL POSITION : 

 

8.   In order to bring home an offence u/s 323 IPC, the prosecution is 

to prove, (a) that the victim suffered from bodily pain, disease or infirmity ; (b) 
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that the accused caused the aforesaid bodily pain etc. ; (c) that the accused did 

so intentionally or with knowledge that in the process hurt would be caused.  

 

EVIDENCE 

 

9.   PW-1 Sri Pulu Das is the elder brother of the victim Sri Mantu Das 

and informant. His evidence is that the occurrence took place on a day, at 

about 1 p.m., on road, at the gateway to the house of the accused-appellant. At 

that time, his brother Sri Mantu Das was going home. At a moment, a great 

commotion broke out alleging that Mantu Das was cut. The wife of Mantu Das, 

Smt. Bhanu Das rushed to hold Mantu. The accused-appellant was seen 

entering into his house from the gateway with a stick. Then he filed the ejahar 

Ext.1. At the time of the occurrence, he was at home situated about 1 furlong 

away from the house of the accused-appellant, but the gateway to the house of 

the accused can be seen from his house. There is a turning on road near the 

house of the accused-appellant, but his family members can be seen if they 

come out of home. He denied the defence suggestion, inter-alia, that he did not 

state in his statement made before the police that he saw Mantu Das lying and 

the accused-appellant entering into house with a stick. Kilim Das, Dhan Das 

and Jeuti Das etc. are neighbouring residents of the accused-appellant. The 

onlookers of the incident did not go near. He denied the defence suggestion 

that on the day of occurrence, Mantu Das sustained injury by fall, in 

intoxicated condition and they had previous old enmity.  

 

10.   PW-2 Smt. Matul Das is the elder sister of the victim. Her 

evidence is that at the relevant time of the occurrence, while she was going to 

a shop, she saw the accused-appellant assaulting Mantu Das by a stick at the 

gateway to his house. Mantu Das sustained injuries on head, back and chest. 

Mantu fell down unconscious on the ground. Meanwhile, Mantu’s wife arrived 

at the place of occurrence and both of them removed him to his house. 

Thereafter, Mantu was shifted to the Civil Hospital. In cross-examination, he 

has, inter-alia, deposed that her house is at Radhikapur and it takes about ½ 

hour to reach the place of occurrence. The onlookers of the incident did not go 

near to the place. She did not see Pulu at the place of occurrence. The stick was 

a long one. The neighbouring people did not interfere in the incident. Mantu 

underwent treatment in hospital for the injury.  

 

11.   PW-3 Sri Mantu Das is the injured. According to him, the 

occurrence took place, on a day, about 1 year ago at about 1 p.m., at the 

gateway to the house of the accused-appellant. At that time, he was going to 

the house of a boy and on his way, when he reached the gateway to the house 
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of the accused-appellant, the accused-appellant hit on his head by a stick. He 

fell down and as a result of assault, he sustained injuries on head and hand. He 

showed the head injury to the Court. Thereafter, he was admitted at the Civil 

Hospital, where he underwent treatment for 8/10 days.   

 

  In cross-examination, he has, inter-alia, deposed that the 

accused-appellant assaulted him from the front side with a stick. Police did not 

record his statement. He regained his consciousness on the following day. He 

denied the defence suggestion that he sustained injuries by fall in intoxicated 

condition.  

 

12.  PW-4 Sri Prema Das is an independent witness from the same 

village of the victim. At the time of the occurrence, he was not at home. He is 

declared hostile witness by the prosecution. 

 

13.  PW-5 Sri Arup Das is the uncle’s son of the victim. His evidence is 

that on a day, while he was coming with Mantu Das towards home from Dipota 

side, the accused-appellant suddenly attacked Mantu Das with a ‘lathi’ and in 

consequence, he suffered injuries. He denied the defence suggestion that he 

did not state in his statement before the police that at the time of the 

occurrence, he was walking behind Mantu Das and that the accused –appellant 

came and hit Mantu with a ‘lathi’.  

 

14.  PW-6 ASI Idrish Ali is the investigating officer. According to him, 

on 14-09-2009, the In-charge of Bebejia OP directed him to take preliminary 

steps into the FIR lodged by Punu Das. In course of preliminary investigation, 

he recorded the statements of the witnesses, including that of the informant, 

and collected the injury report of the victim. The accused was arrested and 

released on bail. He recognized Ext.2, the injury report. On completion of 

preliminary investigation, he handed over the case diary to SI Dilip Kumar 

Saikia, the In-charge of Bebejia OP, who, on the basis of the case diary, 

submitted the charge-sheet, Ext.3, against the accused.  

 

  In cross-examination, he has, inter-alia, deposed that the incident 

took place on 14-09-2009, at about 1-30 p.m., and the FIR was received at about 

9 p.m.. To go to Tezpur Civil Hospital, one has to cross the Bebejia OP. He had 

drawn a sketch map of the place of occurrence, but it was not filed with the 

charge-sheet. He admitted the defence suggestion that that PW-1 Sri Pulu Das 

did not state before him that Mantu Das was lying at the courtyard of the 

accused-appellant entering his house, when Bhanu Das went there and 
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brought Mantu out. Mantu Das stated that he was attacked from behind and 

not from the front side. 

 

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE:  

(i)  THE IMPUGNED JUDGMENT : 

 

15.  On reading of the impugned judgment, it appears that the 

learned trial Court basically relied on the corroborative testimony of PW-5 

Arup Das and PW-3 Motul Das, as their evidence could not be shaken on 

material point in cross-examination. The learned trial Court has inferred that 

PW-1 Pulu Das did not witness the actual incident of assault as he arrived at 

the place of occurrence after the incident. So far the evidence of PW-4 Prema 

Das is concerned, the learned trial Court held that since this witness did not 

witness the incident and declared hostile by the prosecution, his evidence 

cannot be used either in favour of the prosecution or the defence. It has been 

further noted that in cross-examination of PW-6 Idrish Ali, the IO, the defence 

has not properly and legally confronted the PWs with their previous 

statements in the manner prescribed in the case of Gautam Das –Vs- State, 

reported in 2008 (3) GLT 625 and thus, is not entitled to claim any benefit 

from any perceived omissions which do not amount to contradictions. It has 

been held by the learned trial Court that the evidence on record is sufficient to 

inspire confidence that the accused-appellant voluntarily caused hurt on the 

person of PW-3 Mantu Das, beyond all reasonable doubt and accordingly, held 

him guilty of the offence u/s 323 IPC and sentenced, as stated above.  

 

(ii)  DATE, TIME & PLACE OF OCCURRENCE : 
 

16.   The FIR, dated 14-09-2009, Ext.1 lodged by PW-1 Pulu Das, the 

elder brother of the victim Mantu Das reveals that the incident took place on 

that day at about 1-30 p.m., on the village road of Radhikapur, at the gateway 

to the house of the accused-appellant. PW-1, the informant, in his evidence, 

has supported these facts stated in the FIR, Ext.1, and corroborated by PW-2 

Matul Das, the sister of the victim, PW-3 Mantu Das, the victim directly and 

PW-5 Arup Das, the cousin brother of the victim circumstantially. PW-6 ASI 

Idrish Ali, the IO, in his cross-examination has stated that the incident took 

place on 14-09-2009, at about 1-30 p.m., and that though he had drawn the 

sketch map of the place of occurrence, it was not annexed with the charge-

sheet, Ext.3. The defence, however, has not disputed these facts delineated 

through the evidence of the PWs. Hence, this Court finds that the alleged 

incident took place on the date, time and place stated in the FIR, Ext.1, 

aforementioned, beyond all reasonable doubt.  
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(iii)  Trustworthiness of PWs : 
 

17.  In the instant case, the prosecution has examined, as stated 

above, PW-1 Pulu Das, the elder brother of the victim (PW-3), PW-2 Matul Das, 

the elder sister of the victim (PW-3), PW-3 Mantu Das, the victim and PW-5 

Arup Das, the cousin brother of the victim (PW-3). Therefore, they appear to be 

close relative of the victim (PW-3). It is apparent on evidence and as held 

above, the occurrence took place on 14-09-2009, at about 1-30 p.m., that is, in 

broad day light, on the public road of Radhikapur gaon to the notice of the 

neighbours etc, but none of them is examined in the case. No doubt, 

relationship by itself is not a ground to discredit the testimony of a witness, if 

it is otherwise found to be consistent and true. On the other hand, when the 

defence has failed to show animus, a relative of the victim (PW-3) cannot be 

considered as an interested witness whose evidence cannot be relied on. The 

defence has totally failed to establish preponderance of probability that the 

accused-appellant had an animus relation with the victim (PW-3) as 

specifically suggested to PW-1, in cross-examination. Therefore, there is no 

cogent and convincing reason to believe that there was any reason for the 

related witnesses to falsely implicate the accused-appellant with the alleged 

offence. Hence, in the considered opinion of this Court, the PWs are being 

related to the victim (PW-3), is not sufficient to discard their testimony, of 

course, their evidence has to be scrutinized carefully.  

 

(iv)  whether voluntarily caused hurt to PW-3: 
 

18.  As stated above, the FIR, Ext.1 reveals that the accused-appellant 

inflicted sharp cut injuries on head of PW-3, without any reason. PW-1 Pulu 

Das, the informant, in his evidence, has contradicted the FIR deposing that the 

accused-appellant inflicted ‘lathi’ blows to his brother PW-3 Mantu Das and 

that he witnessed the occurrence from a distance of about 1 furlong from 

outside of his house. The incident was witnessed by many people, but they did 

not go near to the place of occurrence. The neighbours, namely, Kilim Das, 

Dhan Das, Jeuti Das etc. were not examined by the prosecution. However, the 

fact of the incident has been corroborated by PW-2 Motul Das and PW-3 Mantu 

Das ( the victim ) as well as PW-5 Arup Das. But, the prosecution has not 

examined the medical officer and as stated by PW-3, the victim, the IO did not 

record his statement, during investigation. Here it may be mentioned that in a 

case of voluntarily causing hurt, the examination of the medical officer, who 

examined the injured is not a condition precedent and when the evidence of 

the victim (PW-3) is corroborated by the remaining PWs, his evidence cannot 

be brushed aside merely because the IO omitted to record his statement u/s 
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161 CrPC, during investigation. Further, the defence has not confronted the 

witnesses with their previous statements inviting attention thereto by 

showing, as rightly held by the learned trial Court, the defence would not be 

entitled to the benefit thereof. The village and rustic witnesses are not 

expected, in common, to relate the facts with precision or exactitude and on 

the other hand, the FIR itself is also not a substantive piece of evidence. 

Therefore, balancing all these materials aspects that consistently and 

convincingly emerged from the evidence on record, this Court is of the 

considered opinion that the accused-appellant only voluntarily caused simple 

hurt, as the expression is defined in Section 321, to PW-3 Mantu Das, beyond 

all reasonable doubt.  

 
SENTENCE : 
 

19.  As stated above, the learned trial Court has sentenced to undergo 

simple imprisonment for 7 (seven) days and to pay a fine of Rs.1,000/- ( one 

thousand) only, in default, to suffer simple imprisonment for 2 ( two) days. The 

amount of fine, if realized shall be paid to the victim.  

 

20.  In the case of Dhananjay –VS- State (1994) 2 SCC 220, the Apex 

Court held that the object of sentencing should be to see that the crime does 

not go unpunished and the victim of the crime as also the society has the 

satisfaction that justice has been done to it.  

 

21.  For an offence u/s 323 IPC, the law prescribes a punishment of 

imprisonment of either description for a term which may extent to one year, 

or with fine which may extent to one thousand rupees or with both. In the 

instant case, in view of the nature and manner of commission of simple hurt 

vis-à-vis the age of the accused-appellant, this Court is of the considered 

opinion that the punishment of fine would meet the ends of justice. 

Accordingly, the punishment of simple imprisonment for 7 (seven) days 

imposed on the accused-appellant is set aside and the sentence to pay fine of 

Rs.1,000/- (rupees one thousand) only, in default, to suffer simple 

imprisonment, is maintained.  

 

C  O  N  C  L  U  S  I  O  N  

 

22.  Accordingly, the appeal is partly allowed. The sentence of simple 

imprisonment for 7 (seven) days is set aside. The accused-appellant is directed 

to pay fine of Rs.1,000/- (rupees one thousand) only, in default, to suffer simple 
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imprisonment for 2 ( two) days, is affirmed. The fine amount, if realized, shall 

be paid to the accused-appellant.  

 

23.  The accused-appellant may prefer appeal against this judgment 

and order to the Hon’ble High Court, either on his own or through the free 

legal assistance provided by the Legal Services Authority, if eligible under the 

rules.  

 

24.   Send back the record of GR Case No.1699/09 to the learned trial 

Court along with a copy of this judgment and order.  

 

25.   The judgment and order, as above, delivered in the open Court, in 

presence of the learned counsel of both the sides, on this the 15th day of 

March, 2014.  

 
 
                  ( A. BORTHAKUR ) 
                                        SESSIONS JUDGE  
          SONITPUR : TEZPUR 
Typed to my dictation and  
corrected by me, bearing  
my signatures on each page  : 

 
(A. BORTHAKUR)   
SESSIONS JUDGE, 
SONITPUR :: TEZPUR 
 
 

 
          
 
 

 
         

 * * * * * * 
  

Dictation taken and  
typed by me : 
 
 
(J.K. Muru, Steno ) 


